The move towards visualisation models reflects the acknowledgement that conventional drawings fail to communicate effectively or clearly beyond the construction industry. Abstract and symbolically encoded plans and elevations require a level of interpretation and design education that makes them inaccessible to nondesign professionals. As public involvement in development increases, so does the need for a better medium of communication. This is where three-dimensional (3-D) computer models are seen as a potential means of translating conventional drawings into a format more readily understood by laypeople.
modelled during the meeting and accepted by all. The importance of this outcome is that it provides``direct evidence of the advantage to lay people of visualisation'' (Hall A, 1992, page 10) . The use of visualisation modelling enabled an applicant``to make a decisive suggestion that may not otherwise have come forward'' (page 10).
In the discussion of the study Hall devotes some attention to the issue of objectivity, defining it as a central issue. Objectivity can be considered at various levels. First, Hall supports the idea of the independent modeller, one that is seen to be neither on the council's side nor on the applicant's side. Second, he asserts that the model is objective as a geometric object in a software program. Third, the representations generated from the model are also asserted as being objective because there are multiple viewpoints available, with control over variables such as lighting and shadowing and the ability to create photomontage perspectives. We should note that Hall's opinion is not shared by all researchers. In Thomas Seebohm's (1988) paper on computing in design education he argues that it is those very points which make a model subjective. He asserts that the ability to intervene directly in the way a model is presented results in very subjective interpretations.`T hese interpretations are highly subjective creations independent of the objective modeling data stored in the computers. Computer-aided design (CAD) imagery is therefore art, the quality of which depends primarily on the user rather than on system software and hardware'' (Seebohm, 1988, page 184) . In this respect Seebohm sees no difference between choosing viewpoints for computer representations or for conventional representations.`I ndeed, computer representations are not different from conventional representations which, ... are in fact highly subjective instruments of the designer's intentions'' (page 176). It is the model which is objective, not the images created from it. Seebohm's belief about subjective creation has some merit, but his criticisms of representation, in a development assessment situation, are unduly harsh. Viewpoints, for example, can be validated as locations from which people will view the proposal. Shadowing data can be validated by photographs of shadows from existing shadows or by manual calculation. Here divergent perspectives are also highlighted. Seebohm bases his comments on the image perspective or`camera' view of modelling, where the validity of the image is debated. Hall bases his comments on the model perspective, where the validity of the model is debated.
It is useful here to elaborate briefly on the creation of a 3-D model and the distinction between use of the model and use of the images created from it. Depending on the software used, a geometrically correct model of the proposal is created with the modelling software, one of numerous computer-aided design packages. At this stage the modeller has to decide what to represent and how, but the process is essentially objective as the information can be validated from drawings, the context it is representing, or by querying the model directly for heights or widths, etc. The subjectiveness enters when views are chosen. In some cases the geometric model is transferred to another software program to enhance the view chosen by using a photograph of the site for background. When this is done, the accuracy emphasis switches from geometrically accurate to visually correct (that is, acceptable to the eye but not precisely accurate). The image created from the model is static; one is unable to interrogate it for information other than the view it shows. By controlling the views of the proposal shown, one can manipulate those images to show either the best or the worst aspects of the proposal. Direct use of the model disallows this. The interactivity required to choose any views allows participants to examine the best and worst characteristics of a development, thereby giving a more objective view of the proposals. The use of the model also allows participants to interrogate its geometric information, thus making the presentation transparent to scrutiny. From this discussion it can be postulated that the model has a greater potential for objectivity than the image but both require to be validated by other information.
The difference between a model perspective and an image perspective is highlighted by an important distinction between Hall's two case studies discussed previously. In the first, computer images were used, whereas in the second the actual model was used. Given the unfamiliarity with the technology at the time it would have been useful to determine if direct interaction increased the confidence and credibility of using visualisation modelling. Hall proposes that this may have been the case.
Hall includes in his study a discussion of time commitment, hardware and software used, obstacles encountered, and directions for councils considering implementation of visualisation. He concludes with reminding the reader why visualisation is needed.`H owever, it is not savings in time and money that are justification for the use of computer visualisation but rather the improvement it can bring to the quality of decision making and to the confidence in these decisions by applicants, politicians and the public at large'' (Hall A, 1992, page 13) . A similar but shorter study is outlined by Gwenda Braithwaite et al (1997) . A collaboration between a local Australian council authority, the Adelaide City Council, and the University of Adelaide was created to examine the feasibility of using visualisation modelling in development assessment. The initiative for the study came from the council's ongoing customer-service improvement programme. The council identified the need for an improved means of communicating proposed changes in the urban environment to the public. Four case studies are described in brief and the findings presented. The conclusions are similar to those of Hallögreater detail does not necessarily mean greater understanding, the context is important, and the use of models has legal implications. Interestingly, animation was found to assist in the understanding of shadowing, overlooking, and the streetscape experience.
The public presentation of one of the case studies was particularly successful, allowing a lay participant to make a positive contribution to the planning process. One participant recommended obtaining appropriate nighttime renderings of a car park to assess the impact of headlights into neighbouring windows. There were criticisms, though, one concerning the simplification of cast shadows to show them for the proposal building only. The audience felt it would have been more helpful to have all shadows modelled. This criticism is supported in the work of Hilkka Lehtonen (1985, page 21) :`B ecause perceiving a real environment is selective, it is justified to think that planning presentations can also be simplified. On the other hand, indicating essential environmental elements without any reference to unessential ones has been proved to give less information as compared with showing both elements.'' Abstraction of the most pertinent issues must be tempered by providing an appropriate amount of background information. In the case of urban design, this is the context of the development.
The study by Braithwaite et al also highlights a cost and time trap not evident in Hall's study, in terms of meeting public expectations.`W ith the high tech computer graphics that we see every day in the film and television industry expectations can soon outstrip a local authority's ability to deliver when confined to development assessment time frames and limited budgets for equipment, software and staff time'' (Braithwaite et al, 1997, page 127).
The use of visualisation modelling in planning requires a framework balancing abstraction, accuracy, and realism to make it a feasible reality. This framework also needs to set the precedent in public presentation for the amount of information presented.`W e need also to determine what level of abstraction is valid and acceptable in what set of circumstances so as to avoid unnecessary escalation of costs and expectations among information consumers'' (Bishop, 1992, page 79) . The standard of realism needs to be set lower than for film and television in order for the visualisation process to work within the resources of local authorities.
The status of the modeller`S imulation can't work wonders, but it can change the dynamics of the debate ... . The discussion is not around individual or ideological positions, but around a series of ideas. The dead hand of the computer is very effective'' (Bressi, 1995, page 17) . The appropriate status of the modeller is one which is unclear. Todd Bressi alludes to the idea that the use of the computer creates a neutral basis from which discussions can take place. This idea does not take into account the importance of the social and cultural aspects of the evaluation process. Stephen Sheppard (1989, page 62) points out that``a certain amount of bias in people's responses is to be expected even with a good simulation''. The project type, the position of the modeller, accompanying information, and the audience all influence the interpretation of the simulation. For example, local residents adjacent to a site for a proposed landfill rubbish tip can be expected to be highly critical of any information presented. The social and political aspects of a development can overshadow any simulation. The position of the modeller, in particular, does not escape the politics of development. Sheppard notes that simulations prepared by applicants face the risk of assumed bias to the same degree as handrendered perspectives.
The position of the modeller creates contradiction within the studies of both Hall and Braithwaite et al. Both acknowledge the need for the modeller to be unbiased and to appear to be separate from the applicant.`I t may make most sense to put in place a formalised process of development application modelling to keep the modelling service and the applicant at arms length'' (Braithwaite et al, 1997, page 129) . Conversely, both also acknowledge that because of the cost and resources pressure the most practical and efficient approach would be to have the applicant provide the model, especially in the case of large projects.`I n years to come, it is probable that the visualisation of very large schemes ... will be undertaken by the applicants or their agents'' (Hall A, 1992, page 12) . With the applicant supplying the model, there is then a need for planning authorities to be able to check its validity. Hall's study had an outside agency as the modeller, as did that by Braithwaite et al. Peter Bosselmann (1998) takes the view that the modeller must be neutral and not involved with any part of the decisionmaking.`N eutrality is so important that simulators should never become involved in negotiation, arbitration, or decision making'' (Bosselmann, 1998, page 201) . This creates further difficulties for the type of implementation envisioned by Braithwaite et al and Hall. They both point out that modelling skills to a degree need to be within the local authority. The variety of viewpoints on this issue by researchers shows that the answer as to the status of the modeller is far from resolved. This difficulty may be resolved by direct use of the model as described, allowing participants to interrogate the information themselves. There is an assumption in the literature that the model will always be beyond the reach of the participants, and images their only access.
Model validity and accuracy
Another issue raised by both studies is the legality and validity of visualisation modelling. To use it in a legal process, which development assessment is, requires that it be credible and verifiable. In Hall's study, visualisation modelling was a new technique and thus in the legal challenge to one of his case studies the model could not be used. The inspector's comment was:`.
.. in the absence of any indication of the manner in which the visualisation photographs were prepared on behalf of the Council, I shall attach greater weight to published advice and my own observations'' (Hall A, 1992, page 6) . Accuracy, and the evidence of accuracy, becomes a critical issue. John Decker (1994) explored this issue presenting a technique for validating the model to the public during the presentation of the project.`T he simulation involved vector models compared or matched into a series of photographs taken at chosen locations toward or across the two high-density proposal sites'' (Decker, 1994, page 434) . The proposal sites were sections of the eastern Ohio riverfront of Cincinnati, USA. Abstraction was chosen, to be at a level``that crudely represented the buildings in the proposals as less than architectonic`envelopes' '' (Decker, 1994, page 434) . The presentation to the public consisted of images in which parts of the digitised photographs were successively replaced with computer representations.`T he intention of this method of presentation was to make the degree of flawing or errors of the computer simulation visible to the viewer so they could judge its validity and, therefore, better use the information it presented'' (Decker, 1994, page 435) . Photographs were used to validate the geometric accuracy of the model, not to enhance the realism of the proposals. Conflict between the visually rich photographs and the highly abstract, but visually impoverished, computer model leads to confusion rather than an understanding of the degree of error. A colleague's suggestion of including traditional drawings with the simulation highlights that there must have been significant problems. To return to the media that simulation is meant to improve upon suggests that Decker's method of presentation and representation failed the basic premise of visualisation modelling, that of improved communication, and worked against his aims of improving validity. Once credibility is lost, validity is meaningless. It would have been interesting to discover if direct interaction with the model would have served the purposes of validity better.
If Decker had taken Sheppard's definition of accuracy then the result would have been considerably different. Sheppard defines accuracy of a simulation as:`T he similarity in appearance between the simulated scene and the real scene after the project has been built'' (Sheppard, 1989, page 203) . Sheppard placed the emphasis on correct representationöthe image rather than the model. This may be because of the time of the publication (1989), when 2-D montages of computer graphics and photos were more common. Sheppard sets out a rigorous set of criteria by which to judge visual simulations. Accuracy is one, the other four being representativeness, visual clarity, interest, and legitimacy (Sheppard, 1989 , page 63). There are major problems with Sheppard's view of accuracy. The most obvious is that a project would have to be constructed before accuracy of the representation could be established. Although this is the final test, it is entirely unsatisfactory for use in development control. Often the level of information concerning a development is only at conceptual or preliminary stages when approval is sought, especially in developerled environments. There is little point in pursuing significant detail if the local authority will not permit the project to be built; time and money would be wasted.
The`past tense' approach is unlikely to satisfy participants debating a project as yet unbuilt. It also denies the power of visualisation modelling to simulate environments to assist in evaluation. If the level of accuracy cannot be established in the simulation before construction, the simulation will have limited credibility. Sheppard's definition of accuracy may have assisted Decker, but it has major limitations as regards the use of visualisation modelling in development control.
Sheppard presents abstraction as one of the causes of inaccuracy, arguing that any abstraction reduces the accuracy of the model and hence its usefulness as a good simulation. Sheppard ignores the reason why abstraction is used.`E xact simulation of the environment is not normally necessary in planning, but simulation usually contains a certain degree of abstractness. By way of simplification one can point out essential characteristics of objects or ideas'' (Lehtonen, 1985, page 5) . A model can be abstract and accurate. Sheppard confuses accuracy with realism. He describes two levels of abstraction: severe abstraction, where``all of the image elements may be omitted or simplified, and, at the most, position, scale and general forms are indicated''; and moderate abstraction where``the position, scale, forms, and tonal variations of an object in a simulation are depicted, but full color, texture, or details are omitted or simplified'' (Sheppard, 1989, page 203) . Though it is acknowledged that the understanding of``some characteristics'' (Sheppard, 1989, page 82 ) is enhanced by abstraction, the potential uses of abstraction are not developed. By making abstraction inversely proportional to the accuracy of a model, Sheppard, taking the image or camera' perspective of visualisation modelling, limits its usefulness to the point where all factors are known. This places visualisation modelling firmly at the end of the development planning stage, limiting its potential to assist in decisionmaking.
The divergent approaches of Decker and Sheppard to accuracy mark a critical split in the way models are used. Sheppard's approach is exceedingly demanding on the modeller and targeted primarily at the end product. He is critical of attempts to use modelling at a stage earlier in the process when less information is available.`S ometimes the complaint is that the completed simulations, especially the precise forms of simulation, make the project look too real or too finished, when design details may, in fact, still be evolving or subject to change. ...Whatever the case, the situation is a frustrating and unsatisfactory one for all concerned'' (Sheppard, 1989, page 171 ). Sheppard's attitude to the place and use of modelling comes from a background of environmental management. The issues are not necessarily the same and the built objects under consideration öpower stations, wind turbines, etcöhave less variety in their design. Sheppard insists that his approach is fully transferable to urban landscape and architecture. There is a failure to acknowledge the different nature of the development. For example, speculative urban developments demand early discussion with planning authorities to avoid proceeding with an infeasible project. He also limits the potential of using a model during the process. There are many ways in which modelling can be put to use early in the whole process, but one must accept that less information is available. Hence the balance of abstraction, accuracy, and realism becomes vital. Bosselmann (1998, page 203) addresses this issue by proposing a twostage process:`.
.. representations should be done at least twice: early in the process, when the overall desired character of an area is under discussion and cumulative effects rather than individual building designs are at issue; and later, when individual buildings are discussed and simulations that detail building designs are relevant.'' This type of approach would entail a significant revision to planning-control procedures as currently practiced. Bosselmann's proposal of an urban context approval followed by an architectural approval is bound to bring criticisms from those quarters that see this approach as too constrictive and onerous. This approach would also cause the level of certainty in development control to plummet. One of the reasons for using visualisation modelling is to increase certainty amongst participants, not to increase architectural censorship. Bosselman addresses Sheppard's need for greater detail in an innovative way but its practical implementation in development control would require the idea to be developed considerably. The potential to disallow a project at the second stage of the approval would be a risk few developers would want and few local authorities would encourage. The potential for litigation would be enormous.
This discussion highlights the fact that researchers are far from agreement on validation and the appropriate place and level of involvement for visualisation modelling. Concepts are being proposed but need considerable development before their implementation is practical.
Proactive uses of visualisation modelling
An early advocate of a proactive role for computers in urban develop, J Rabie (1991) presents the concept of a`town simulator'. He perceived a lack of cohesion in current urban development, the fault of which lies in various directions: architects, overt controls by city authorities, and the lack of effective communication by using conventional architectural drawings.`A rchitects extrapolate from experience those elements which they have left invisible in this partial and abstract representation. However, because this is the way in which they draw, it follows that the documents prepared for those less initiated ö client, city authority, the public öare similarly presented. These people do not share their facility, the abstraction baffles and the reduced image compares poorly with the future reality which it is meant to evoke'' (Rabie, 1991, page 64) . The town simulator would provide a representation of the complex urban system of the city. Its use would go beyond that of analysis to generation of form. By using the computer to simulate changes, Rabie believes the development process would be considerably enriched and full participation greatly enhanced.`I t might be interesting to consider the computer as a bridge between the perceptual experiences and expectations of different groups participating in the elaboration of an urban project'' (Rabie, 1991, page 70) . Rabie advocates giving the public a choice by using visualisation modellings not only to express any proposal in three dimensions, but also to offer alternatives. Philip Thiel (1994, page 363) remarks that as a consequence``of public previews of proposed changes in the physical environment ... that the lay public, in effect, becomes a virtual participant in the design process''. Rabie proposes making the public a real participant and utilising the idea of a town simulator to reduce the problem of abstraction.
Alan Day and Antony Radford (1995) discuss the many uses for which visualisation modelling has potential, also taking a proactive view. It is seen as a laboratory for historical study, town growth experiments, future development analysis, sustainability and energy-use investigations, and World Wide Web interaction. Day and Radford see this versatility as justification for the expense of creating an entire city model. Visualisation modelling can also encourage experimentation and openness to the opportunities afforded by a city.`E xperience of unsuccessful post-war developments has made the people of Bath, and the planners, very conservative and the use of the computer model has had a significant effect in raising peoples' awareness of what might be possible, and in freeing up`what-if' discussions'' (Day and Radford, 1995, page 504).
Visualisation modelling is a safe way to explore the future. The creation of the Bath model is covered in an earlier paper by Day (1994) highlighting the desire to create an accurate context for development proposals. An earlier physical scale model of Bath was far too cumbersome and difficult to maintain. The virtual version was created to combat this, but with some qualms over how it would actually be used in practice. One use was the subject of a later paper,``Growing Georgian Bath'', by Radford and Day (1996) . In that paper they experiment with generative rule-based form creation modelled by computer. They played a game to simulate potential urban form based on the existing form-grammar in Bath. This presents another use of visualisation modelling, to generate future directions for cities by exploring potential guidelines before they come into place.
The research undertaken highlights a great variety of potential uses for visualisation modelling. This raises further questions as regards the appropriate place and role of visualisation modelling which may be context sensitive. The issues that are important for the historic city of Bath may not be relevant to more modern cities.
Collaboration, interaction, and evaluation Michael Shiffer (1992) approaches visualisation modelling in a different way, emphasising interaction over the model itself. The collaborative planning system (CPS) concept developed by Shiffer positions visualisation modelling as one of many tools available, rather than as the focus of the system.`M ultiple representations of a problem ... enable the user to view information in several different contexts thus offering the potential to generate alternative approaches to a problem. ... In this manner users have the ability to visualize a situation from several different perspectives in order to gain a better understanding of the information conveyed'' (Shiffer, 1992 , page 711). Visualisation modelling is not used for its own sake but only when it can assist in the exchange of information. Hypermedia is the organisational method that Shiffer proposes to link the disparate media together in a coherent whole. The CPS represents a move towards``an open technology in that it stresses a participative form of information organization with an emphasis on the notion of people working together in an exploratory way'' (Shiffer, 1992, page 714) . In a CPS session, issues are discussed with the supporting media presented to increase understanding.`T he users were able to visualize or`audioize' the relative impacts of different scenarios with the help of a multimedia interface. This significantly widened the range of scenarios that could be explored because the users were not restricted to the outputs of one or two computer runs or restricted to the use of a difficult to understand tool'' (Shiffer, 1995a, page 371) . Abstraction is now used to collate an array of information presented in video, audio, conventional drawings, and modelling. Realism is injected by using images of actual places to explain desired outcomes. Accuracy has much less relevance as it is the conceptual ideas that Shiffer is aiming at. The use of visualisation modelling has made a significant shift from Sheppard's approach of concrete and absolute to the conceptual and experimental. Shiffer's approach would require a very carefully coordinated approach to the planning session lest the vast array of information serves to confuse rather than to inform.
Richard Levy (1995) takes a considerably less ambitious approach, but no less supportive of public interaction early in development proposals. Levy advocates interaction with the model to enhance design exploration, information linkages of economic and demographic nature, and``a new means of public involvement'' (Levy, 1995, page 345). The interactive relationship is presented as a goal for the future and both case studies presentedöone examining redevelopment proposals and the other development strategiesörely upon the production of computer-generated images. In the interpretation of these images Levy finds that``the experience and sophistication of planning participants affect image comprehension'' (page 343). To assist lay participants Levy recommends visual clues such as a``carefully rendered landmark building'' to orient viewers and a high level of detail to give a sense of place (page 357). Levy concludes that the``ability to visualize a city's form can assist in bringing a greater level of involvement from all participants in the planning process'' (page 357).
Eckart Lange (1994) argues that, even though visual simulation of built form opens the planning process, it does not remove any of the burden of evaluation.`V isual simulation is only descriptive. It does not release the planner from the difficult task of evaluation. Nor does it provide an evaluation in itself in a publicly based evaluation approach'' (Lange, 1994, page 111) . Lange challenges Sheppard's approach to visualisation modelling. To comply with Sheppard's methodology is a``difficult task for the person preparing the visualization'' (page 101). Lange's criticism is particularly pertinent as he approaches the issue from an environmental management background. Lange strongly asserts that the potential inherent in visualisation can be realised only if it is integrated early in the decisionmaking process. This is not simply for the public's benefit, but also for the client and the planner. Planned``alterations can be much better discussed with concrete images'' (Lange, 1994, page 103) .
The research of R Langendorf (1992) has shown that the use of`concrete' images promotes discussion and understanding between participants:`.
.. concreteness of the image avoids misunderstanding and helps promote productive discussions. The diversity of the available information and the concreteness of the visualization provide vocabularies that bridge traditional disciplinary and professional differences. The computer visualizations facilitate group discussion and decisionmaking'' (Langendorf, 1992, page 737) . He discusses two examples of the use of visualisation modelling in the planning process with community participation. In one scenario, a community is trying to agree upon development guidelines. Through the use of workgroups the issues are visualised and discussed by planners, developers, and community representatives. The`concreteness' of the image though leads to questions about how real or true to life the image actually is.`I n another workgroup, one participant notes that the mature landscape depicted in the views of the neighborhood is an important factor in its attractiveness. She questions whether that is deceptive, and asks when, if ever, the landscape would in fact achieve that effect. ... The consultants, using a common animation technique, tweening, quickly create a series of views showing the trees at various stages of development'' (Langendorf, 1992, page 736) . From a simple question concerning the correlation of the realism of the image to reality, a lay participant is able to gain considerable information about the actual possible alternatives to the original displayed image. The examination of realism and its correlation to reality in the above case study demonstrates how there are numerous iterations of possible`realities'. Langendorf's work also highlights how certain elements in a model can have a significant impact on how people perceive an environment.
The researchers discussed above present a variety of methods for interaction, collaboration, and evaluation. Some support the idea of more abstract images whereas others support`concrete' images. Debate also centres round direct use of the model, as discussed by Levy and earlier in this paper, versus the use of printed images. What is clear from this is that the most appropriate way of using visualisation modelling is still to be agreed on but, as Lange points out, it does not provide the evaluation for us. It is still the participants who have to come to a decision.
Framing visualisation modelling
It is a mark of the youth of the field that researchers use almost idiosyncratic terms to describe visualisation modelling. These do not mix well, making it difficult to compare work across projects. Sheppard's group of five terms were discussed earlier but do not represent any agreement between researchers as shown in the paper by Radford et al (1997) on visualisation modelling in development planning and control.
Radford used three termsöabstraction, accuracy, and realismöto categorise issues identified as requiring further research in order to make use of visualisation modelling effectively in development control. Abstraction covers areas such as the role and importance of colour, roof line, massing, detail, and activity indicators. Issues in accuracy include location, geometry, and form, as well as representational concerns. Under the term realism, the technique of creating a representation is emphasised, such as mixing 2-D and 3-D images.
Some of these issues are familiar, others have not been examined. The approach to realism here being technique oriented, though, a number of issues are neglected. These issues revolve around the visual interpretation of the model and its purpose. In particular, the degree of realism can significantly affect the perception of the modelöthe comprehension of the image, the tentativeness or concreteness of the proposal, and the accuracy or inaccuracy of the representation.
The degree of realism employed makes a significant contribution to the comprehension of the model with lay audiences. Mary Harrilchak (1993) researched lay and design-educated college students on their evaluation of computer images compared with hand-rendered techniques. Harrilchak's findings were``that photorealistic images [were] ... consistently rated as most effectively communicating useful information of proposed design changes'' (page 41). People expected more from a photorealistic image than from a hand-drawn sketch where``they know that the end product will be considerably different'' (page 40). Familiarity with the medium used changes the expectations of people. Hand-drawn sketches are a known abstraction, whereas photorealistic images are expected to match the information capture of genuine photographs. The danger of a photorealistic technique is that the power of the technique may override critical assessment of the content.
Openness regarding accuracy is especially critical when the amount of information available is limited. This is a particular concern in archaeology where visualisation modelling is used to depict a particular reconstruction theory.`O n the one hand there is a need to maintain intellectual and professional credibility whilst seeking both to inform and to entertain, and on the other there is a balance to be struck between the desire to produce`realistic' images and the need to express the tentative nature of an interpreted form'' (Ryan, 1996, page 95) . Nick Ryan's article, concerning the use of visualisation modelling in archaeology, is relevant to urban design practice and development control because often planning approval is sought prior to the design being fully developed and to ascertain if the proposal would meet with approval. This is highlighted in the paper by Ralph Grabowski (1996) where the need to reduce realism early in the design process is seen as necessary to prevent the impression of the``design cast in stone'' (Grabowski, 1996 , page 38). Ryan's solution to this is abstraction.`H ere it is argued that simplicity of appearance, rather than ultimate visual realism, has an important part to play in imparting a sense of uncertainty in the interpretation that is presented to the public'' (Ryan, 1996, page 96) . Ryan also sees the modelling of``atmospheric phenomena, such as fog and smoke, not as an aid to realism but to enable us to express uncertainty'' (Ryan, 1996 , page 107).
This may work metaphorically for history,`the mists of time', but would add little to urban design presentations.
Ryan chooses accuracy over realism where the accuracy of the information used is open to interpretation. The choice of high abstraction contributes positively to Ryan's aims. Decker (1994) chose the same approach but without the same success. Decker's aim was to impart tentativeness in the proposals for a riverside development, as discussed earlier, at a public presentation.``The images ... were left deliberately cartoonish so that it was very clear they were simulated images'' (Decker, 1994, page 435) . The emphasis on accuracy at the expense of realism, however, risks the failure to communicate effectively with the planning participants, as noted by David Gosling (1993, page 229) :`I nstead of realism, the abstraction of the images for all that they, too, werè mathematically correct', created a surreal series of views, an impression which could only have been corrected by their superimposition onto photomontages. As soon as three-dimensional images become unbelievable, their use within the planning process, especially advocacy planning/citizen participation, becomes counter-productive.'' The chief difference between Ryan and Decker is that Ryan was presenting a theory whereas Decker was presenting a potential reality. The impact of the latter carries a greater degree of concern than that of the former. The participants wanted certainty from Decker's presentation, not uncertainty. The point at which viewers are prepared to let their imagination take over is decidedly different in the two cases.
The level of realism can sometimes leave authors in an ambiguous position. Hall discusses modelling to various levels of realism that leave the reader confused.``This was done [the model] to a high level of realism, not as high as the Colchester shopfronts example but much higher than the High Street Model'' (Hall A, 1997, page 2) . A better definition of the degree of realism is required, though Hall believes that thè`.
.. concept of total realism is open to criticism as it is practically unachievable. Realism is a relative concept'' (Hall A, 1996, page 116) . Lehtonen maintains the position, though, that a high degree of realism is not worth pursuing.``Simulation of a future planned environment cannot equal with the real world and it is not even worthwhile attempting so. The reality is always much more complex and richer'' (Lehtonen, 1985, page 21) . The level of realism, more than the technique of achieving it, is the critical issue.
In the use of visualisation modelling, the blend of abstraction, accuracy, and realism is strongly allied with purpose and audience.``For designers, a simulation can be a valid representation without being realistic'' (Harrilchak, 1993, page 8) , whereas the``non-scientific audience ... wants abstraction minimised, information content maximised, and the whole package digestible and non-threatening'' (Bishop, 1994, page 61) . As demonstrated by this discussion, the interrelationship of the three issues is complex and the individual issues open to multiple interpretations. By simply taking one of Radford's terms, realism, a whole new debate has opened on the appropriate use and definition of realism in relation to visualisation modelling. This was also evident when we discussed Sheppard's use of the term accuracy previously.
Clarification of the relationship between abstraction, accuracy, and realism is difficult. Low abstraction combined with high accuracy may be thought to result in realism, but this is not necessarily the case. Realism relates to depiction öwhether of a building, a tree, or a street light öin a model by image maps or geometric shapes or in some other way. Abstraction relates to the information included in the model, for example a proposal shown in its built-form context but without street trees. Accuracy can relate to the individual components of a model, for example a street tree being the correct variety for its location, or to the entire model. If a proposal is modelled without street trees, is it inaccurate or are the trees simply irrelevant to other issues under evaluation? The mix of abstraction, accuracy, and realism is highly variable as is the interpretation of what the terms apply to. What is evident from the literature is that there is no agreed position on interpretation or application of abstraction, accuracy, and realism. This is further complicated by the model perspective and the image perspective of using visualisation modelling.
Hypermedia systems, virtual reality, and GIS The extension of visualisation modelling into the areas of hypermedia, virtual reality, and GIS has also been explored by various researchers. Though beyond the scope of this paper, the following are a few examples of the type of work being undertaken. Hall (1998) advocates the use of hypermedia with visualisation modelling as a way to redesign conventional planning regulations. Hall's research is now concentrating on the area of hypermedia, with the system used to advance early evaluation of development proposals by the public themselves. The concept is to have local authority areas modelled in three dimensions, with appropriate links to legal texts, guidelines, performance criteria, etc. The planning information, where possible, will also be explained as 3-D objects. The benefit of this type of planning support system is that it would enablè`t he public not only to interrogate the plan but also insert proposals into it on an interactive basis (without necessarily saving them) and thereby test them directly against policies'' (Hall, 1998, page 4) . Whereas the interactive component is viewed as a future direction, the production of linked planning documents is proceeding on a 2-D level.
A highly developed virtual reality application relevant to urban design is discussed in the papers by Robin Liggett and William Jepson (1995a; 1995b) and Liggett et al (1995) . The 1995b paper presents the work of the urban simulation laboratory at UCLA. By means of photorealistic 3-D models, drive-bys and fly-throughs of simulated environments have been created by a combination of different software, both commercial packages and in-house programs. This`urban simulator' has developed as a very sophisticated and specialised tool.
The integration of GIS in the urban simulator system serves to produce a powerful decision-support tool, as Liggett explains:`W hile useful as a visualization tool, linking the simulation interface to attribute databases through an existing GIS system provides a powerful method for search and retrieval of information tied to 3-dimensional form'' (Liggett et al, 1995, page 12) . The computing power and sophistication of the system, however, places virtual reality beyond the reach of local planning authorities. It is questionable that this degree of sophistication would be needed or desirable at a local planning level. The use of visualisation modelling provides for a rich diversity of representation. Simpler, less detailed models are currently being ignored by researchers in favour of high-end approaches such as that of Liggett. It is these simpler models which are suitable for development control because of the speed with which they can be created and the flexibility in terms of level of detail.
By a combination of GIS and visualisation modelling, both tools have the potential to become richer communication mediums, as Liggett is advocating, but also allowing modelling to have lower levels of representation. Currently the output from GIS suffers from the same problems that have been discussed with regard to conventional drawings. It is another abstraction of information which precludes the lay public. Reduction of this attractioǹ`.
.. suggests the use of a visual realism approach which shows information consumers what will or might happen under a variety of conditions and permits them to explore the alternative environments using their natural sensory perceptions'' (Bishop, 1994 , page 61).
Brian Orland (1994) proposes that a common GIS of the future will include visualisation at a number of levels.`I mages will be available at several levels of complexity and realism, from fast, abstract symbolic graphics for brainstorming and experimental applications, to high-resolution, full-color concrete representations for public communication and detailed appraisal'' (Orland, 1994, page 95 ). This layered approach would allow different levels of abstraction and realism to be employed for various purposes. The GIS would become the information base underlying the interface of visualisation modelling. Currently though lower levels of representation are not being actively researched. Both Orland and Bosselmann raise the concept of fast, low-realism models for use in development control, but the literature of the field reveals a concentration on highly realistic, complex models. Shiffer (1992; 1995a; 1995b) presents an interesting alternative through a CPS concept. Rather than emphasise a high-technology approach, Shiffer promotes a multitechnology approach incorporating GIS, computer-aided design, and the World Wide Web. Shiffer's research is tò`.
.. support situations where a group of people discuss the potential impacts of major changes to the built urban environment. This work is based on the assumption that a greater degree of access to relevant information will lead to the consideration of a greater number of alternative scenarios. Furthermore, the consideration of a greater number of alternative scenarios will lead to better-informed public debate'' (Shiffer, 1995b, page 650 ). Access to relevant information is the defining criterion in the CPS, but abstraction is the key issue. What information is relevant, who decides, and how much can participants actively deal with, all need to be addressed. A criticism of this approach is thè more is better' attitude irrespective of resources, management issues, or the capacity of the audience to cope. Abstraction would be needed to make important issues prominent and open.
Conclusion
The literature presents a rich picture of a diverse range of research being undertaken into the use of visualisation modelling to explore and manage change in the urban environment. Although positive results have been obtained with interaction in the development process, too many questions remain unanswered for it to become a routine part of the planning process. Researchers have varying opinions on almost every area which bounds the use of visualisation modelling in planning. An unclear vision exists for how to make best use of it. Coupled with this is the challenge of organisational change, politics, staff and resource pressures at the local authority level, and implementation is understandably difficult.
In the development assessment area, the many unanswered questions pose the biggest impediment for visualisation modelling. With the increasing participation of nondesign professionals such as elected council members and members of the public, the demand is there for a better communication medium than conventional 2-D drawings. Visualisation modelling can fill this need but only if it responds to the tight timelines and organisational cost control. In the developer-led planning paradigm the need to be able to model proposals, which have a low degree of resolution, is crucial. For these reasons quickly rendered, simple 3-D models having low realism and accepted levels of accuracy and abstraction need to be developed. This low-end approach has the potential to be able to respond to the demands of development control. Low-end visualisation, however, places greater demands on the modeller to consider the issues of abstraction, accuracy, and realism. This is the reason why further research is required into low-end visualisation, so that it can be used to explore the relevant issues at the early stages of development.
The full spectrum of visualisation modelling is yet to be developed. Whereas achieving highly realistic, highly technical models has attracted researchers' attention, the potential of simpler forms of representation are not receiving the attention they deserve. Researchers' views vary widely on the appropriate use and place of visualisation modelling in development control, but all agree on its communicative power. In order for implementation to occur, a type of visualisation modelling needs to be developed that is flexible, simple, quickly rendered, and to a degree of detail accepted by the participants in the planning process. As yet that balance of abstraction, accuracy, and realism in visualisation modelling has not been achieved.
